EU Declaration of Conformity

We,

Eaton Corporation
1000 Cherrington Parkway
Moon Township, PA 15108
USA

declare under our sole responsibility as the manufacturer of product family, that

Molded Case Circuit Breakers – Series G

types within the range on page 2

provided that it is installed, maintained and used in the
application intended for, with respect to the relevant manufacturer’s
instructions, installation standards and “good engineering practices”

complies with the provisions of Union harmonisation legislation:

2014/35/EU  LVD - Low Voltage Directive
2014/30/EU  EMCD - Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive

based on compliance with European standard(s):


Moon Township, PA, USA, April 2016

[Signature]
Brian E. Carlson
Vice President, Engineering

EATON
Powering Business Worldwide
Types within the range

The declaration of conformity applies to the following types within the product family:

HMCPE
HMCPJ, HMCPJX
HMCPL, HMCPLX
J250E, J250S, J250H, J250C with Thermal Magnetic and Electronic Trip Units
L630E, L630S, L630H, L630C with Thermal Magnetic and Electronic Trip Units
NG, NGH, NGC with Electronic Trip Unit
RGH, RGC with Electronic Trip Unit